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1. OBJECTIVES 

The objective of working with focus groups was to obtain information about the current 
access conditions and the use of means of communication in the districts where the 
LMI Project in Peru is implemented. The emphasis was on telephone and Internet 
access and services, with special attention to issues of affordability and attitudes 
according to key socioeconomic variables such as age, gender and place of residence. 

Through focus group discussions we were seeking to complement the household 
survey information since the sampling method utilized in the survey failed to adequately 
represent important subgroups of the population such as women and the youth.1 We 
conducted ten groups made up not only of women and young people but also of men 
and elder people in order to confirm differences among the different groups of potential 
users of telephony and Internet services to be provided by Televías Puyhuán.2 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Segmentation variables 

We used the following segmentation variables: district of residence, age, sex and urban 
vs. rural areas. 

1. District of residence. Participants had to live in one of the nine districts where the 
survey was conducted. In planning the focus groups, we included the districts where 
Voxiva informed us that the project would be implemented. Unfortunately, Voxiva’s list 
later changed and we received the new list of districts after we had completed the 
focus groups. We therefore recruited participants from the same districts where the 
household survey was conducted, as shown in the first column of the following table. 
Two of these districts were later dropped by Voxiva from its target implementation. 

1 In the household survey 83% of the interviewees were male heads of families and only 2.5% 
were under 25. 

2 Televías Puyhuán is the micro telecommunications operator (microtelco) that will offer 
telephony and Internet service in the Jauja area. 
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Table 1

Districts for Focus Groups and Serviced by Voxiva


Survey conducted in 
December 2005 (1) 

Districts serviced by 
Voxiva (2) 

Ataura Ataura 

El Mantaro 

Huamalí 

Huaripampa Huaripampa 

Huertas Huertas 

Jauja 

Molinos Molinos 

Muqui Muqui 

Muquiyauyo Muquiyauyo 

Yauyos (Huancas) Huancas 
Source: 
(1) IEP-AED. Household Survey 
(2) Voxiva Internacional. LMI Televías Puyhuan 

2. Age. Considering that the Internet is a relatively new means of communication in 
most of Peruvian rural areas and that usually its use begins at school, we decided to 
separate young people in two groups: 1) From 15 to 19 years old, this group is 
composed of people who are finishing or have just finished high school; 2) From 24 to 
30 years old, this group is made up of young people that at present are not in school. 
Finally, there was a group of adults composed of people from 35 to 50 years old. 

3. Sex. Each group of age was subdivided by gender. There were no mixed groups 
composed of both men and women. 

4. Urban vs. Rural. We separated urban vs. rural residence in almost every case. The 
only exception was the adult group from 35 to 50 years old, which was only made up of 
urban residents. This was due both to budget restrictions and because this group was 
well represented in the household survey. 

Table 2

Segmentation variables of the focus groups


Urban Rural 
Age 

Sex 15 to 19 24 to 30 35 to 50 15 to 19 24 to 30 35 to 50 

Men X x x x x 

Women X x x x x 
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Discussion topics


Topics treated in focus groups were:


1.	 Levels of communication and integration between districts with respect to the 
provincial (Jauja), departmental (Huancayo) and national (Lima) capitals, 
inquiring about the frequency and the reasons why inhabitants travel to these 
cities. Moreover, it was important to know if Jauja had a flow of communication 
similar to other areas of the Mantaro Valley but different to other rural areas of 
the country. 

2.	 Uses of means of communication, specifically the most used means of 
communication and the reasons why they are the most frequently used. 

3.	 Main uses of telephone –public telephony and mobile phone– and Internet, 
collecting opinions about service quality in the districts where they live. 

4.	 Possible advantages and disadvantages that people perceive from the entity 
responsible of telephony and Internet services, differentiating between private 
sector and the government. 

5.	 Opinions about costs of Internet and basic telephony services as proposed by 
the LMI operator in relation to benefits they would bring to local inhabitants. 

6.	 Finally, potential benefits that these services would bring to the different 
aspects of participants’ life (family, studies, business, etc). 

These points were included in a manual of guidelines3, which was pre-tested with a 
group in Lima for verification and corrections. 

Participants recruitment 

We prepared a recruiting form in which we requested basic data of the person that 
would participate in the group in order to know if he/she had the characteristics we 
were looking for.4 This form was also useful for the focus group leaders to know some 
key characteristics of the participants in advance. 

The recruitment of participants was conducted between February 18-26, 2006 in the 
nine districts where the survey was completed: Ataura, El Mantaro. Huamalí, 
Huarimpampa, Huertas, Molinos, Muqui, Muquiyauyo and Yauyos (annex of Huancas). 
People in the area were asked to look for people that have the characteristics of each 
group in terms of age, sex and residence area (rural, urban). However, it was agreed that 
every group should have participants from a minimum of three different districts, with the 
exception of the groups of young people from rural areas of Quero and Curimarca 
communities in the district of Molinos. Only the FG10 had participants from two districts 
because some of them did not arrive and had to be replaced. 

3 See Annex 1. Manual of Guidelines. 
4 Recruiting Form is included in Annex 2. 
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Once a person was recruited, the staff reminded him/her the appointment date and the 
commitment to take the person to the place where the discussion group would be 
conducted. It is known that if a person is “recruited” for a group, he/she would not 
necessarily attend unless someone picks him/her up from his/her home and at the end of 
the discussion takes him/her home. 

During this stage, the field staff was continuously in communication with the coordinator in 
charge of the focus groups in order to consult, report problems and ask for support. 5 This 
was a very hard and tedious stage, where we find many obstacles among them: 

 The weather. The rainy season in Peruvian highlands and jungle goes from January to 
March.6 

 Some dates were holidays in the area: the so-called carnivals.7 

 High mobility of the residents of these districts. As revealed on our first report, because 
the Mantaro Valley, unlike other places from the Peruvian highlands and jungle, is 
interconnected and not far from Lima, it allows their inhabitants, specially young people 
in working age, to leave their areas of residence in search of temporary jobs. This 
problem occurred particularly in the rural districts. 

 In order to find young people who really live in rural areas (few inhabitants and distant 
from the capital of the district), the staff had to leave Huancayo (capital of Junin) at 3AM 
to visit some rural communities before working hours. 

 In many occasions parents were afraid about their children attending this kind of 
meetings as they distrust people they do not know and in many cases they 
accompanied them to the meetings and waited for them outside. 

Anahí Durand and Sandra Apaza lead the focus group discussions with the support of 
Miriam Chile and Lily Hurtado in logistics. Anahí Durand and Sandra Apaza prepared 
preliminary reports of the groups they lead according to the outline designed by the 
qualitative study coordinator. Those reports were the basis for the development of 
points 4 through 7 of the present report. 

In spite of the difficulties encountered, the necessary information was gathered and 
participants were very satisfied and thankful for participating in the groups, not only for 
the small gifts received but also for the opportunity to discuss issues of relevance to 
them. 

5 Our field staff was composed by Patricia Olivera and Lily Hurtado with the occasional 
support of Miriam Chile and Judith Hurtado. 

6 We were also restricted in terms of scheduling by Easter and the second round of the 
general elections in Peru. 

7 Carnival festivities are celebrated in February throughout the area. This is why many people 
leave their daily tasks to celebrate carnival in different days and ways depending on 
the district. 
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3. STUDY AREA8 

The study area includes the districts of El Mantaro, Ataura, Molinos, Muqui, Huertas, 
Huamalí, Huaripampa, Muquiyauyo and the annex of Huancas, district of Yauyos, all of 
them located in the province of Jauja, department of Junin, Peru. 

Located in the heart of Mantaro Valley and crossed lengthwise by central highway, 
these districts present particular characteristics in their terms of their level of 
integration, articulation, level of development and economic activities that differentiate 
this Andean valley from other rural areas of the country. 

In terms of area and population, they are relatively small districts, as indicated in the 
following chart. With the exception of Yauyos, a large number of districts have less 
than 3,000 inhabitants. In the case of the districts studied, the division between rural 
and urban area is not delineated properly as urban limits are small and the road 
connection is fluid enough, the central highway acting as the main link with Jauja and 
Huancayo. The population of the valley mainly works in agricultural activities, specially 
potato farming and more recently artichoke. Other important activities are cattle (cows 
and small animals) and trade, since the area has a fluid trade with Jauja, Huancayo 
and the central jungle. 

Table 3

Main characteristics of the study area


District Area (km2) 1/ Population 2/ HDI9 3/ HDI Level 3/ 
Ataura 5.90 1279 0.607 Middle high 

El Mantaro 17.76 2741 0.593 Middle high 

Muqui 11.74 1122 0.596 Middle high 

Muquiyauyo 19.86 2499 0.596 Middle high 

Molinos 312.17 2107 0.577 Middle high 

Huertas 11.82 1975 0.607 Middle high 

Huaripampa 14.19 1140 0.607 Middle high 

Huamalí 20.19 2022 0.596 Middle high 

Yauyos 20.54 9570 0.609 Middle high 
Sources: 1/ Cuánto S.A. Perú en Números 2004


2/ Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática (INEI) 2005.

3/ Annual report PNUD 2005, www.inei.gob.pe


8 The study area is described in Barrantes, Roxana; Anahí Durand; Hernan Galperin; Juan 
José Miranda; Raul Roman; Paola Ruchman and Patricia Zárate. USAID Last Mile Initiative 
in Peru. First Interim Report. Baseline Research Assessment in Jauja. Lima, January 2006. 

9 Human Development Index (HDI) is obtained combining characteristics in three dimensions: 
income, education, quality of life& longevity. The following orders are considered in Peru: 
High (0.643-0.745), middle high (0.569-0.642), middle (0.531-0.568), middle low (0.473
0.530) and low (0.367-0.472). 
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Concerning development and poverty indicators, all districts present a homogeneous 
Human Development Index (HDI), situating them in the middle high level, a 
considerable distance from other districts in the central and south highlands as 
Ayacucho and Huancavelica. Within this middle high range, the district of Yauyos 
(where the annex of Huancas is located) is the one with the highest HDI and Molinos 
with the lowest HDI. 

Though we consider this our baseline focus group measurement since the microtelco 
had not officially started operations at the time, it is important to note that some 
institutions were already being serviced by Televías Puyhuán, as well as some people 
in the area. The following table presents the users connected at the time of the focus 
groups: 

Table 4

Users of Televías Puyhuán by type and district location


District Households 
Institutions 
(public and 

private) 

Televías Puyhuán 
Installations Total 

Huancas 5 1 1 7 

Huertas 18 2 20 

Jauja 2 1 3 

Molinos 5 4 1 10 

Ataura 3 3 

Huaripampa 1 1 

Muqui 1 1 

Muquiyauyo 1 1 

Total 28 15 3 46 

Source: Voxiva Internacional. LMI Televias Puyhuan 

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS 

The participants of the focus groups were inhabitants of the districts where the LMI 
Project is being implemented; therefore they are potential users of telephony and 
Internet services. In general, these are men and women whose day to day life revolves 
around agricultural, cattle and trade activities. More than 50% of the participants had 
high school degrees and some of them had technical and/or university studies. Most of 
them have access to electricity all day and access to radio and television – except 
Curimarca, in the district of Molinos, where power is available for a few hours and only 
in the central part of the district. 

In total we conducted ten focus groups, each one with an average of seven participants 
organized as follows: 
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Table 5

Focus groups conducted


Group Characteristics Total of 
Participants Date Districts of residence 

FG Women from 15 to 19 
years old, rural area 9 February 

27 
Molinos (Curimarca) (6), 
Molinos (Quero) (3) 

FG Men from 15 to 19 years 
old, rural area 7 February 

27 
Molinos (Curimarca) (4), 
Molinos (Quero) (3) 

FG Women from 15 to 19 
years old, urban area 8 February 

28 
Ataura (2), Huamalí (3), El 
Mantaro (2), Muquiyauyo (1) 

FG 
Men from 15 to 19 years 
old, urban area 6 

February 
28 

Ataura (3), Huamalí (2), 
Molinos (1) 

FG Women from 24 to 30 
years old, urban area 7 March 1st Ataura (4), El Mantaro (2), 

Muqui (1) 

FG Men from 24 to 30 years 
old, urban area 6 March 1st Ataura (1), Huaripampa (3), 

El Mantaro (2), 

FG Women from 24 to 30 
years old, rural area 6 February 

27 
El Mantaro (3), Molinos (2), 
Yauyos-Huancas (1) 

FG Men from 24 to 30 years 
old, rural area 9 February 

27 

Huertas (2), El Mantaro (1), 
Molinos (3), Yauyos-
Huancas (3), 

FG Men from 35 to 50 years 
old, urban area 8 February 

28 Ataura (5), El Mantaro (3) 

FG10 Women from 35 to 50 
years old, urban area 6 February 

28 
Ataura (2), Huamalí (3), 
Molinos (1) 

Groups 1 and 2. The two groups of rural young people, women and men age 15 to 19 
years old were organized in the Curimarca community, district of Molinos, four hours 
from Jauja. Most of the participants, from the Quero and Curimarca annexes, were 
high school students who, at the same time, take part in the agricultural activity of their 
families and help them take the products to Jauja or Huancayo to be sold. Some of 
them attend the Agropecuario school in Molinos, which is why during the school period 
they already use the Internet service provided to the school by Puyhuán group. 

In the group of rural women from 15 to 19 years old, half were students and the other 
half worked as farmers or shepherds and also helped at home. Only one person in this 
group had telephone service at home, installed within the family business10 . 

Groups 3 and 4. Young urban participants from 15 to 19 years were for the most part 
high school students although some of the young women had already started their 

In general, this was the most problematic group due to the low socio-economic and 
educational levels of the participants. 
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higher education. Also, most of the participants were students only, supported by their 
parents, in families of no more than six members. They had water and electricity all 
day at home. Some of them had mobile phones and all of them often visited 
telecenters for Internet access. 

Groups 5 and 6. Urban women and men from 24 to 30 years old had a higher 
education level. In the case of women, all of them had already finished high school 
and were attending or have already finished technical, college or university studies 
(except two of them). These women were students or teachers in schools of their 
districts though some also help their families at home, where they have water and 
electricity all day. A small minority (three of them) also had a computer at home. Most 
of them use the Internet frequently and two of them have mobile phones. Half of them 
belong to a social organization, particularly are members of a church or of a mother’s 
club. 

In the case of men only one had not finished elementary school while the others had 
high school degrees. One of them did not have a job, two were studying and the rest 
were working on a farm or raising cattle. Only one has a computer and most of them 
have mobile phones. Two participated in dancing groups and two in local catholic 
activities. 

Groups 7 and 8. In the case of rural women from 24 to 30 years old, the participants of 
the groups were women from districts located near the central highway: El Mantaro, 
Molinos and the annex of Huancas. In these cases, the level of development was 
found to be different than in Curimarca and Quero because these are smaller districts 
integrated to the capital. They had water and electricity at home but lacked sewer 
services. Most participants had completed technical education and worked on 
household agricultural and cattle activities. We found in this group a high level of 
participation in social organizations, mainly in the catholic community and women 
organizations such as the mother’s club. 

Men came mostly from Yauyos, Molinos, Huertas and El Mantaro districts. All of the 
participants worked, most of them as agricultural laborers or cattlemen. This is the only 
group where we found two participants with fixed telephony at home, one of them being 
a user of the LMI project. 

Groups 9 and 10. In the case of urban men aged 35 to 50, most of them were heads of 
household dedicated to trade, education and agriculture. All of them had finished high 
school and half of them had studied at Universidad El Centro or another technical 
institute in Jauja or Huancayo. Most of them came from Ataura and El Mantaro 
districts where they had electricity all day and water only for some hours, but no sewer 
services. Half of the participants had mobile phones but only had a computer. They do 
not participate in social organizations as women do (only three of them belonged to a 
sports club). 
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The group of women was composed of six family mothers from Huamalí, Ataura and 
Molinos districts. They also had basic services (electricity and water). Most of them 
worked in agricultural activities or temporary jobs. All except one belonged to a social 
organization. 

5. DISCUSSION TOPICS FOR GROUPS 

5.1. Local, regional and national integration 
There is significant integration between the districts studied and Jauja (the provincial 
capital), revealed by frequent visits (daily, every other day or once a week). There are 
different reasons that explain why participants often visit the capital of the province. 
These reasons are related to their daily activities such as buying or selling products in 
the market (on Wednesdays or Sundays), to educational activities (high school or 
technical institutes), to the use of Internet telecenters. 

Among the group of rural women aged 15 to 19, seven of the nine participants travel 
twice a week to Jauja because they have a double role: they study and work at home in 
the family farm. Another reason is the need for health services. One of them said that 
in one occasion she was hospitalized in a health center; another young women said 
that she went to Jauja to search for health facilities. 

“I have been hospitalized (in Jauja)”


“Sometimes I’ve gone to the health center”


(FG 1 Rural women from 15 to 19 years old)


In the case of rural young men they visit Jauja less frequently (once a week). During 
that visit they do different activities: selling products, watching videos (there is no TV in 
the community) and going to Internet cabins. The case of rural men and women aged 
24 to 30 is similar. They visit the market to sell and buy products. 

“I go once a week to visit some relatives who live there and then I sell our products; I also enjoy


chatting and watching some videos…” (FG 7: Women aged 24 to 30, rural area)


“I also go there once a week to take a walk, for example, sometimes I go for business with my


brothers, and we bring potatoes from here. (FG 7. Women aged 24 to 30, rural area).


“… in order to buy basic products because here (in Jauja) the prices are cheaper” (FG 8. Men aged


24 to 30 years old, rural area)


Urban men and women go from their districts to Jauja daily. Many young women aged 
15 to 19 years old study in Jauja, they work there and go during market days. They use 
the Internet cabins or enjoy different activities that the city offers on weekends like 
concerts, parties, etc. Jauja is the trade center for business men, teachers and health 
staff who often visit the capital of the province for different tasks, purchases, or 
services. As the other groups mentioned above, women from 35 to 50 years old 
usually go to buy something they need at home or for making phone calls. 
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During the week, the urban men aged 24 to 30 years old also go to Jauja frequently. 
They say they can find things and services that are scarce in their districts such as 
Internet services, products, telephone, etc. 

“Generally, I go to buy something I need, that I can’t find in the district, isn’t it? Or maybe if there is 

any request or to enjoy for a moment, to the Internet or to make a long distance phone call”. (FG 6 

Men aged 24 to 30, urban area) 

In spite of the integration between the districts and Huancayo, located forty minutes 
from Jauja, there is a less frequent exchange. Inhabitants from different districts visit 
the city at least once a month, some of them travel every week and others once a year. 
Generally they travel to purchase, to study, to visit the family and in the case of adults 
to buy or sell products. 

Participants of rural areas, especially young men from Curimarca travel less frequently 
(once or twice a year) and stay for longer periods. During this time they visit the area 
and work in informal jobs as “bus callers”11 or street sellers. Women travel to visit their 
family or less frequently to purchase, every two or three months. 

Most of the women aged 15 to 19 from the rural areas travel to Huancayo twice a 
month to visit relatives. Urban participants, men and women, travel more frequently to 
Huancayo. They even study or work there so they go to Huancayo daily. 

“Because I study there and I get the information in Huancayo…” 

“I usually go to Huancayo, not now because we are on vacations. I study there in an institute. 

“I go to visit my family every week, sometimes every other day, or twice a month when I go to visit 

or there is something to buy. It’s easier to find everything there” (FG 3: women aged 15 to 19, 

urban area)” 

Finally, in the case of the interconnection with Lima and the frequency of visits, it is not 
so intense as the exchange with Jauja or Huancayo because of the distance and the 
expense involved in the trip. In the case of rural women and men participants, they all 
have visited Lima and most of them travel at least once a year to the Peruvian capital. 
Among young men it is common to visit Lima during vacations to find work in order to 
supplement their family incomes. Rural women travel more often to visit relatives 
although they also carry on other activities (e.g., buying products). Most young women 
from rural areas (15 to 19 years old) had visited Lima on vacations or to work, however, 
they say that the communication with Lima occurs mostly by phone or mail. The 
frequency of visits to Lima among participants from urban areas is similar, once or 
twice a year for family or work reasons: they bring merchandise during school or 
Christmas season and they also buy products to be sold in their districts. 

11 Informal people that work with bus drivers, dedicated to public transport in vans in which they 
carry ten to fifteen people. These “callers” entice people to get on these vans and complete the 
total seats available. For this job the bus driver pays them a little amount of money. 
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“I visit my uncles once a year. 

“I go two or three times a year. 

“I go for Christmas because there are more job opportunities during that season and I go to work. 

(FG 5: women form 24 to 30 years old, urban area) 

These results confirm our previous finding about the strong integration between the 
studied districts and different cities where participants conduct their business, study 
and visit relatives. The basic reason is that a good road infrastructure links these 
districts with Jauja, Huancayo and Lima, which mitigates the effect of their relative 
isolation with the main business and facility centers. This situates the Mantaro valley as 
a privileged area in comparison to similar areas in other parts of Peru.12 

5.2. General means of communication, uses, frequency and preferences 
The diversity of means of communication used by inhabitants is wide when talking 
about districts with moderately acceptable conditions in terms of electricity access and 
coverage. Inhabitants of the studied districts frequently use the media (radio, television 
or newspapers) as much as other means of communications such as the telephone or 
the Internet. 

5.2.1. Main means of communication and frequency of use 
Inhabitants in the rural area as much as in the urban area have access to a wide 
variety of means of communications that they use frequently and with different 
motivations due to the province connection and services (electricity all day long, 
television, basic telephony and mobile phones). Due to the purchase level, specifically 
in the urban area, every house has a radio and some have a television as well. In the 
more remote areas, as in the case of Quero and Curimarca, where there is only 
electricity in the two blocks around the main square for a few hours, the access to 
means of communications decreases. 

Among the rural area residents, the most important mean of communication is the 
radio, which is listened to daily for the local news. In general, the participants listen to 
the radio stations in the morning and they tune into the local radio stations as well as 
the ones from Lima. They agree that Radio Programas is the most popular radio 
station (set in Lima), but they also mention Radio Unión, Radio Exito, Radio Mar, Radio 
Ritmo and Estudio 92, among others. The local radio stations they mention are Radio 
Jauja, Gigante de Jauja, Radio Huancayo and Radio Sensorial from Huancayo. The 
rural area women aged 15 to 19 also listen to the jungle radios, for example Radio 
Chanchamayo. 

The television is the second mean of communication used by the participants, women 
and men, in both the urban and rural areas. The rural areas of Curimarca and Quero 
are exceptions because there is no television signal and the electricity is restricted. 

See for example, Trivelli, Carolina y Johanna Yancari (2006). Vulnerability in small 
commercial farmers”. In: Rural Development Network: Alternatives to the small commercial 
agriculture. (ms). 
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However, the participants in other areas said they watched television daily. The 
channels with the best signal were Frecuencia Latina, ATV and Television Nacional del 
Perú (in some cases they mentioned Red Global). They also mentioned some local 
channels such as the municipal channel or regional channel but the participants tend to 
prefer the local radios. 

Newspapers appear as the third most frequently used mean of communication, with the 
Correo of Huancayo as the most read newspaper. Another newspaper mentioned 
many times is Ajá. La República and El Comercio are less frequently read because 
these two newspapers sometimes come late from Lima and in order to buy them, 
people must travel to Jauja or Huancayo where there is a great supply of newspapers. 

Urban adult males read the newspaper frequently while urban women between 15 and 
18 years old almost never read them. Young men from Curimarca and Quero do not 
read newspapers frequently because newspapers don’t arrive regularly to their 
annexes. Only one of the young women said she read the newspaper once to look for 
a job, while in the FG 8 (men aged 24 to 30 from rural area) five used the newspaper 
in looking for a job. A small percentage of participants mentioned that they regularly 
buy magazines, such as show magazines or political magazines like Antauro, but these 
are special cases (not regular users). 

The mail service was mentioned only in the two focus groups of younger people: 
women aged 15 to 19 from the rural area (FG 1) and men aged 15 to 19 from the urban 
area (FG 4). In the FG 1 the mail service was used by six people monthly or weekly. 
Coincidentally, this group is also among the ones less interested in the Internet. The 
mail service is not only used to send and get family letters but also to get parcel post 
from family in Lima or in the jungle. 

“My sister sends us parcel post from Lima and it is more secure” (FG 1 Women aged 15 to 19 

years old, rural area) 

In some districts people use loud speakers through the town council to communicate 
official activities like health and education campaigns and to invite people to celebrate 
the anniversary of the district or to participate in social work for the community. 

The street cry was only mentioned by the FG 6; three of the participants came from the 
district of Huaripampa, where this is an effective and traditional means of 
communication: a man goes by the main streets with a drum shouting news of general 
interest (for example the date of the assembly, etc). In this way, the neighborhood 
knows about certain news and activities. 

“(The street cry) consists in one person playing a little drum; he is paid to inform the population 

about something. He stops in every corner and starts shouting the information and people 

already know, they listen to the drum and go outdoors and get the message” (FG 6 Men aged 24 

to 30 , urban area) 
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In the case of the basic telephony, its daily use is not frequent, specifically in the rural 
areas where there is limited access. In the rural annexes such as Huancas and 
Curimarca, there is one phone in the main square for all the inhabitants and sometimes 
they have to walk for thirty or forty minutes to use it. Among the participants from the 
rural areas, the telephone is used in cases of emergency, from time to time, or even 
monthly for the following reasons: 

- To talk to my relatives who live far. 

- In emergency cases, when somebody is sick. 

- If there is any job opportunity 

(FG 2: Men aged 15 to 19, rural area) 

In the urban area, the telephone is used more frequently, but not daily. Generally, it is 
used once a week or once a month, specifically to talk to the family that lives out of the 
district. It is important to point out that participants in the urban areas have increasing 
access to the mobile phones. Young women from 24 to 30 years old use mobile 
phones most often. In some cases, these mobile phones are used as a substitute for 
the basic telephony and people leave them at home to get family calls. 

Concerning the use of Internet, its use is increasing especially in the youngest groups, 
independent of their residence (rural vs. urban) or gender. Except for three of the adult 
men who have never used it, all of the other men and women use the Internet daily, 
weekly, twice a month or monthly. On vacations, rural men from 15 to 19 years old use 
it weekly (despite the time and money it takes to go to Jauja to use the Internet cabins) 
and prefer the market to use the Internet. During school days, the frequency of use 
increases considerably. 

In the group of urban women aged 15 to 19, 80% use the Internet daily and the others 
weekly. In urban women aged 24 to 30 the frequency is inverse, 80% use the Internet 
weekly and 20% daily. Of urban adult males, 50% use the Internet weekly and the 
other 50% only sometimes. 

In summary, there is a wide variety of means of communications for the inhabitants of 
the areas studied (radio, television, newspapers and magazines), and they choose 
which ones to use and how frequently according to their incomes and preferences, 
although it is also necessary to consider other factors such as lack of electricity. The 
use of the telephone is less frequent because of the equipment needs and coverage 
restrictions while the Internet use is increasing and becoming generalized especially 
among the young people of the studied districts. 
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Table 6 
Frequency of use of means of communication 

Group 1 Women aged 15 - 19 (rural) Group 2 Men aged 15 - 19 (rural) 
Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Telephone 1 5 3 -

Internet 3 1 - -
Radio 9 - - -

Television 4 - 5 -

Newspaper - 9 - -

Mail service - 3 3 1 

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Radio 8 -

Telephone 6 2 -

Newspaper 2 6 

Television 4 1 3 -

Internet 8 -
Radio (com.) Emergencies 

T: 9 people T: 7 people 

Group 3 Women aged 15 - 19 (urban) Group 4 Men aged 15 - 19 (urban) 
Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Radio 8 - - -

Television 8 - - -

Telephone - 4 4 -

Cell phone 3 - - 5 

Internet 6 2 - -
Newspaper - - 3 5 

Magazine - 1 - -

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Telephone - 2 2 2 

Internet 3* 2 1 -
Radio 6 - - -

Television 4 2 - -

Newspaper 2 3 1 -

Mail service - - 1 1 

T: 6 people 

T: 8 people *during school days 

Group 5 Women aged 24 – 30 (urban) Group 6 Men aged 24 – 30 (urban) 
Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Radio 7 

Television 7 

Telephone 3 4 

Speakers Activities 

Internet 2 4 1 
Newspaper 3 4 

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Telephone* 3 3 2 -

Internet 2 2 2 -
Radio 3 2 1 -

Television 6 - - -

Newspaper 1 3 2 -

Mail service - - - -
Street cry - 3 - -T: 7 people 

T: 6 people 

Group 7 Women aged 24- 30 (rural) Group 8 Men aged 24 - 30 (rural) 
Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Radio 6 - - -

Television 6 - - -

Telephone - 4 2 -

Internet 2 4 - -
Newspaper - 6 - -

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Telephone 2 5 1 -

Internet 2 5 - 1 
Radio 8 - - -

Television 8 - - -

Newspaper - 7 1 -

Mail service - - - -T: 8 people 

T: 9 people 

Group 9 Men aged 35- 50 (urban) Group 10 Women aged 35- 50 (urban) 
Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Radio 8 

Television 8 

Newspaper 5 3 

Telephone 3 3 2 4 

Internet 1 3 - 4 
Magazine 
T: 8 people 

1 8 

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 

Telephone 1 5 - -

Internet 1 - - 1 
Radio 6 - - -

Television 6 - - -

Newspaper 6 - - -

Mail service 
T: 6 people 

- - - -
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5.2.2. Reasons to use TV, radio, newspapers and mail service 

As mentioned in the previous section, there are various means of communication used 

by the participants such as radio, television and newspapers. They prefer to watch 

regional or provincial and national television channels. In general, participants agree 

that the main reasons for using these means of communication are for entertainment 

and information. However, the reasons mentioned tend to vary with age. While adults 

listen to the news to be well informed, the young people prefer to listen to music and 

entertainment programs. We believe that age bears upon the selection of programs 

more than gender because the young men aged 15 to 19 prefer the entertainment 

programs above any other. Only urban women aged 24 to 30 who watch educational 

programs with their sons to reinforce their studies mention the objective of education, 

while none of the other participants, male or female, mention it as a priority. 

In age group of young people between 15 and 19 years old (men and women from 

rural and urban area), we found that the main reason to use the means of 

communication (radio and television) is entertainment. There is also a time distribution 

for each mean: people listen to music while doing other tasks and watch soap operas 

on television when they’ve finished with other tasks such as homework from school or 

farm labor. In the case of rural men aged 15 to 19, only two of the eight participants 

mentioned they use the means to become informed by listening to the news on the 

radio or by buying newspapers from time to time. The young women of the same age 

group only mention entertainment and amusement as reasons. 

- “for entertainment” 
- “for listening to music” 
- “listen to the radio in news broadcastings but when someone is studying you can’t listen to 

music because you pay more attention to the music”. 
- “I watch television: cartoons or soap operas when I’ve finished my homework” 
- “I watch soap operas and sometimes there are cases in which you learn to value as women 

and learn from our mistakes” (FG3) Women aged 15 to 19, urban area). 

In the case of young women aged 15 to 19 in the rural areas, the radio is the means of 

communication most frequently used. They can watch television if they go by the town 

square, but if not, the frequency is only once a month. 

Participants aged 24 to 30 mentioned different motivations for their usage. Urban 
women participants use the radio and television first for entertainment and second for 
getting information. For the radio, the musical programs are followed in popularity by 
newscasts from regional radio stations that inform about province and districts events. 
Generally on television, people watch soap operas and newscasts from national 
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channels transmitted from 10 pm. Similarly, the young women from the rural areas 
mentioned entertainment as the main reason to use the television or radio at the end of 
the day. The second reason for using these means is to become informed and the 
third reason is the education of their family members. As in the previous group, they 
listen to the news on the radio during the morning or while they perform some tasks 
during the day because they can continue with their activities. Television requires 
more time to pay attention to a program exclusively, and for this reason they prefer to 
watch television in the afternoon or at night when farmer labor is finished and when 
children are at home. The favorite programs are soap operas, with news and 
educational programs for children in second place. 

“I listen to the radio during the morning news first and afterwards the music.

“A relax watching television after working, watching the news”

“In the afternoon I watch my saw opera in the kitchen” (laughs)

“As my children do their home works I watch TNP there are National Geographic programs or

something like that.”

(FG7: Women aged 24 to 30, rural area)


Women aged 35 to 50 from the urban area mentioned health in addition to news as a 
reason to listen to the radio since health programs related to body care and illness are 
interesting for them. We noticed that this reason was not mentioned specifically 
before, it was a given, due to the role they have inside their families. Most of them take 
care for their husband and children’s health. They say: 

“(we listen to the radio) to get informed. There is a doctor who talks…”

(FG 10) Women aged 35 to 50, urban area)


Finally, the main reason for using means of communication for urban men aged 35 to 
50 was to get information about the country in the news or through more specific 
programs related to the electoral process. Concerning the radio, they all agree that 
they listen mainly to the news in the morning and during the day they listen to Gigante 
radio station that transmits local political programs at 11:00. They also listen to musical 
programs while doing other activities, but not as frequently as women. 

In reference to television, adults prefer to watch TV news in the evening, when they 
have finished their working day. At this time, they can give more attention to the news, 
especially to the news related to the general electoral process that is taking place.20 

This is something not mentioned in other focus groups. Secondly, they turn on the TV, 
for entertainment (films) always in the same night hours, when they have finished with 
their other obligations. They mentioned the following: 

-The news in the morning, and something of music during the day. 
- News on TV, especially at night or some movie, but mainly news to be informed 
Radio stations are fundamental; they can be listened to at all times, especially at meal 

times. 
-Television is OK, but later, when there is more time available to watch it. 
- News is important especially now that we are in the middle of an electoral process; 
people want to listen to the candidates’ proposals. (FG9: urban men between 35 and 50 
years old.) 

20 On April 09, 2006 Presidential and Congress general elections took place in Peru. 
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Some people also mentioned they use radio stations to send and receive messages 
from family and friends. In a group of rural women between 15 and 19, three women of 
the Quero area declared that they have used the radio station to send messages which 
are sent by electronic mail or delivered in person to the local radio station. In the men’s 
group between 15 and 19 in urban areas, we found only one person who has received 
personal messages, while in the group of men between 24 and 30 in the rural areas, 
some participants have sent messages paying 5.00 nuevos soles. 

“Last month my grandmother died in Acolla where people always listen to Radio Jauja. 
This radio used to talk about the death of people, didn’t it? …then we paid 5.00 
soles…more and less.” (FG8: Rural men between 24 and 30 years old ) 

Finally we observe that in the FG10, one person has used Radio Exito paying S/.3.00 
(U$1 approximately) for five messages; another person used this radio to send a 
birthday message. 

5.3 Telephony and Internet: use, quality and management 

Regarding service quality, we observe serious problems and difficulties with coverage, 
accessibility and quality, especially in the case of public phones. 

5.3.1 Public telephones 

There are two operators installed in the area of study: The transnational Gilat Satellite 
Network21 (working in remote areas of the country) and Empresa Telefonica del Peru 
(which covers the whole country). Most people use public coin operated phones, 
mainly because there are more of these phones installed, (Gilat only accepts cards) 
and they have a better quality signal. 

The public phones have signal problems, they are scarce and they give poor quality 
service. This is particularly critical in rural areas. There is no doubt that it is the main 
reason why the public phones are used only in certain cases, when there is an 
emergency or when someone wants to communicate with a relative who lives outside 
the area. 

-“To communicate with relatives that live far away 
- Or a relative who is ill. 
- There are also reasons related to work decisions or to tell someone about some job. 
(FG2: Men between 15 and 19 years old in rural areas)”. 

Almost everyone uses the public phone to talk to friends and relatives. They do not 
only call but receive calls as well. For the announcement of an incoming call they have 
to pay S/.1 (about U$ 0.30). 

The Gilat public phones use the VSAT technology (Very Small Aperture Terminal). An 
important part of this technology are the solar energy panels, which permit to operate the 
system, even in the absence of grid power, increasing the hours of service and at same time 
reducing the cost of energy, considering that the public power supply is scarce in the rural areas 
of Peru. See Barrantes, Roxana (2005). Public Telecommunication Service in Peruvian Rural 
Areas. Final Report presented to the Defensoría del Pueblo (ms.) Lima, August, 2005. 
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In the case of women, the young ones (from 15 to 19 years old) as well as those 
between 35 and 50 years from urban areas said they use the public phones for 
reasons related to health. 

Most public phones are inside small businesses. For this reason the hours they can 
use a public phone will depend upon the hour at which the business is open to the 
public. The schedules vary between 9 am and 7 or 11 pm. While most people lived 
near these businesses, the use of public phones is restricted and depends on business 
schedule. 

“There are many limitations depending on the person who manages the business”. 
(FG6 urban men from 24 to 30 years old) 

Due to the frequent restriction of accessibility there are people that cannot make a call, 
even in the case of an emergency. In the FG 4 (urban men between 15 and 19 years 
old), there was one person who commented that on one occasion, his mother, who 
works at the prosecutor’s office, discovered a crime but she could not report it because 
there was no telephone available. 

Another important reason for not being able to access a public phone is the weather 
which frequently damages telephone lines (Telefonica public phones but especially the 
ones of Gilat). Usually, after rains or storms there are reports of audio problems (some 
times the call is interrupted). This happens mostly with the Gilat phones. 

Other problems are with the telephones being “out of order” or when the coin operated 
phones “eat away the coins”. Finally we found that many people complain about the 
service they receive inside the “businesses” where the public phones are installed. 
Sometimes the owners offer a poor service or do not notify about incoming calls. For 
this reason, users lose some calls. 

““Some times after thunderstorms the lines quit; it is like it gets burnt and we are 
without phones for several days. Some times we complain to the owner that the phone 
has “eaten away a coin” but the owner answers “it is not my problem””. (FG6: Men 
between 24 and 30 years old in urban areas). 

Rural women between 15 and 19 years old, from Curimarca and Quero, said that there 
is only one Gilat public phone in the main square of the town and in Quero there is only 
one Telefonica public phone. 

In the rest of the groups, we observed that in the district of Ataura there are two 
Telefonica public phones installed in two stores and one Gilat phone. In Molinos we 
found two public phones, (one inside the City Hall and one inside a store) and one Gilat 
phone. For the participants from Yauyos-Huancas, we found one Gilat phone in the 
public square and residents in Mantaro identified up to five phones located in different 
places (roads, stores and houses). In the district of Huaripampa residents reported two 
public phones, one Gilat inside a store and one Telefonica inside a house. Finally, 
inhabitants in Huamali located one Gilat in the public square and two Telefonica 
phones, (one inside a store and the other one on the street) 23 

23 The list of public phones and their locations was shown on the presentation of basic notes on 
Jauja, during our first visit (November 2005) 
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All participants report that the use of public phones is quite simple and the difficulties 
are related to the quality of the signal. The availability of the service depends on where 
telephones are installed. 

Most participants mentioned that they spend from S./ 5 to 15 per month (U$ 1.5 to 4.5) 
in public phones. We should consider that these sums are not only for the calls they 
make but also include the cost of receiving calls and, in some cases, the transport cost 
from their home to the city of Jauja. The exception is the case of rural women from 15 
to 19 years old. The majority of this group has access only to card phones and it is 
difficult to find cards in the rural areas. Interestingly, none of the participants could tell 
how much communications they can get out of the cheapest card (S/.3 or U$1). 

The FG 10 was the only group where participants had a higher spending pattern of 
between S/. 30 and S/.50 per month (U$ 9-15). This is consistent with the results from 
the household survey.24 In this survey, households heads considered basic telephony a 
very important service, and declared an average expenditure of S/.30 (U$ 9). 
Moreover, 10% of this group said they would pay up to S/.40 for this service (U$ 12). 

5.3.2. Mobile telephony 

Mobile telephony is the alternative to the non-existence of fixed telephony or the bad 
service found in public telephony. This alternative is growing but it is more widely used 
to receive calls than to make calls due to high costs. The use of cellular phones in the 
group from15 to 19 years old is less common than in the others. In the case of rural 
residents there is little ownership of mobile phone since coverage is also limited. In the 
group of men of middle age (from 24 to 30years old) the use of cellular phones is 
significant, mainly to communicate with relatives and friends. Also for issues related to 
work, (for example, people devoted to cattle farming or working in parish centers). 
Some of the women 35 to 50 years old have a cellular phone but they use them 
basically to receive calls. 

From the total of participants, 22 had a mobile phone (Table 7). The majority of them 
have Telefonica mobile phones. All participants use cell phones mainly to receive 
calls. To make calls they buy pre-pay phone cards, spending between S/. 10 and 30 
(U$ 3 and 9) per month. In most cases they report that the service is good because it 
satisfies their needs of fluid communication with relatives and friends as well as calls 
related to work. 

“I bought it (the cellular) because I saw I was spending more otherwise.” (FG8 Men 
between 24 and 30 in the rural areas) 

24 Barrantes et. al., 2006. 
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Table 7

Ownership of mobile phones


Group Characteristics Total of 
Participants Have mobile 

FG1 Women 15 to 19, rural area 9 0 

FG2 Men 15 to 19, rural area 7 0 

FG3 Women 15 to 19, urban area 8 3 

FG4 Men 15 to 19, urban area 6 1 

FG5 Women 24 to 30, urban area 7 3 

FG6 Men 24 to 30, urban area 6 4 

FG7 Women 24 to 30, rural area 6 3 

FG8 Men 24 to 30, rural area 9 2* 

FG9 Men 35 to 50, urban area 8 4 

FG10 Women 35 to 50 urban area 6 2 

Total 72 22 

* Two of the participants of this group said they also had fix phones. 

5.3.3. Internet 

In the case of Internet access, its use is growing every day. Despite the proliferation of 
Internet cabins, most started using the Internet only two years ago. The majority of 
Internet users are young people between 15 and 19 years old. Most adults are 
beginning to use Internet guided by a younger relative - brother, son, nephew – who 
takes him/her to the first session teaching him/her the basics of Internet: chat, 
electronic mail and information search. 

Internet access centers are located mainly in Jauja, where service is available from 
9AM onwards. Most consider that this offer is adequate to the demand. The equipment 
is of good quality and the prices adequate. There are no major complains about the 
service but participants would like to see this service handled by bigger companies 
instead of small independent operators that face economic difficulties in upgrading 
technology. They suggest coordinating actions with the City Hall for more availability 
and control. 

Participants agree that Internet use is quite popular among young people (from15 to 19 
years old), without distinction of gender or place of residence. Most started to use the 
Internet 2 to 3 years ago, in school or motivated by friends or relatives who introduced 
them to an Internet cabin. The Internet is now used by families to communicate, search 
for information related with their education and it is considered as a valid alternative to 
buying books or going to libraries in Jauja or Hánuco. 

In the case of rural participants, the majority started to use Internet one or two years 
ago. Almost 70% of the rural young men from 15 to 19 years and 60% of women from 
24 to 30 years in rural areas learned at their school and then with practice acquired 
more experience so they can now use the Internet for searching information, for their 
studies and also for “chatting”. In the case of young men, the Internet is also used to 
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play video-games, downloading videos, etc. A high percentage of participants have 
started to use Internet guided by more experienced friends and relatives who informed 
them about the benefits of Internet such as: to meet new friends from different places, 
search information required by the school or institute as well as information for their 
homework from school, or also for communicating with relatives and friends at lower 
prices. Generally, the participants or their younger brothers and sisters are the 
members of the family that intensively use Internet. 

- “Search information for school”

- “Chat with my family in Lima. Also send messages”

- “Chat about sports.”

- “Record games and videos” (FG2: Men 15 a 19, rural area)


As per participants of urban origin, women from 15 to19 years old and women between 
24 and 30 years old, the majority informed they learned to use Internet in school, 2 to 3 
years ago or they took computing courses. It is important to mention that Internet was 
introduced with the Plan Huascaran26 in some districts of Jauja at the same time as in 
other districts like Molinos, where alternative programs like Group Puyhuán were 
implemented, facilitating the use of Internet among the students. As in the case of rural 
participants, women typically did not learn in school or an institute but were introduced 
by a female friend or relative who guided them to be able to communicate fluently and 
at low cost. 

- “I learned at school and then I practice by myself” 
- “I learned from a female friend who was taking a communications clinic.” 
- “My husband taught me so we could communicate when he was traveling”. 
(FG5: Urban women from 24 to 30 years old)” 

Some of the participants have taken computer classes at school (case of 2 rural 
women between 15 and 19 years old). The same happens with rural men from 24 to 
30,years old. At least 5 of the participants of this group have taken some computer 
classes. For students, the Internet is already a useful and fundamental tool to search 
for information and research. They are quite familiarized with tools like Google. Some 
people also have started to experiment driven by their curiosity. (This is the case of two 
participants of the group, urban men from 24 to 30 years old) 

“I had a friend who taught me how to create my e-mail address and how to use the 
Messenger” (FG6 Men 24 to 30, urban area) 

Another case is the adult men between 35 and 50 years old. Few of them can use the 
Internet. Among 8 participants, the three elder ones have never used the Internet and 
they were not interested in learning because they said they are helped by their children 
or grandchildren if they need any kind of information or to communicate with relatives. 
Other participants of this group have started to use the Internet by themselves or 
guided by a friend. In most cases, the use of the Internet was motivated by working 
reasons, to communicate with suppliers or customers, or to advertise services or 

26 The Plan Huascarán was created to offer better education to students and teachers through 
the Internet in different educational centers, prioritizing rural areas. This program is managed by 
the Ministry of Education and was implemented on October 15th, 2001 in the town of 
Huarcapuquio, Department of Junin. 
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products. In this area, women of this age group use phones weekly and do not use the 
Internet. There was only one person who uses the Internet daily. Women of this age 
group mentioned that it was very important to block out access to pornographic pages 
in the public cabins. 

The tendency is clear. The younger the people are the more experienced Internet 
users they are. They typically start to use Internet at school or college or university so 
they can research for homework and also to communicate with relatives and friends 
using chat or the email, later exploring new tools and functionalities on their at the 
several cabinas that exist in Jauja. 

5.3.4. Conclusions regarding telephone and Internet access 

According to the answers from the different groups of participants, telephony service is 
considered as having poor coverage and poor signal with limited available hours. In 
each of the districts being analyzed there are only 2 or 3 public phones, and in many 
cases people have to walk between 15 and 30 minutes to access a public phone in the 
rural areas and in moto-taxi in the urban areas. These public phones are mostly inside 
small stores and are not accessible to the public 24 hours. This creates difficulties in 
cases of emergency. Furthermore all shops or stores charge for receiving calls. 

In regards to the quality of the service, the Gilat phones are considered the most 
deficient. Participants say the signal is very poor. The coin operated phones of 
Telefonica have a better signal but the payment mechanism is often deficient. This 
creates incentives to use mobile phones which effectively replace fixed phones since 
they are mostly used to receive calls in the house or business. It is in the rural areas 
where the telephone service is most deficient. It is for this reason that participants only 
use it during emergencies. 

- “Here in Curimarca there is only one phone located at the entrance of a shop 
but we would like it to be in the public square … from my house it takes me 
about 20 minutes” 

- “In Quero there is also one phone. It takes me about half hour.” 
- “Generally, we can call up to 8 am, max until 11am. Afternoons from 6 to 8 pm.” 
- “In Quero also, the phone is inside the store and it is a solar panel operated Gilat 
and some times there is no line.” (FG2: Men 15 to 19, rural area) 

In the case of the urban areas the difficulties are not caused by coverage but related to 
the signal and administration of the service. The phones are within 3 or 4 blocks away, 
but there are inside a shop or store and accessibility depends on the owner of the 
shop. 

- “In Mantaro there are 2 phones. One can be used all day but not the other one 
because the owner of the shop goes constantly to work in the fields.” 

- “In Muqui one man was hit by a car. He was taken to Huancayo to the hospital and 
they called the relatives to donate blood but the owner did not pass the call.” (FG5: 
Women 24 to 30, urban area) 

In the majority of the districts Internet cabins are not available. In Molinos there is a 
school with 4 computers, mainly used by students but once in a while they are lent to 
other youngsters. In Ataura there is one Internet cabin opened to the public with 8 
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computers. Due to the scarce number of cabins, people have to travel 10 to 30 minutes 
to Jauja if they want to use Internet. In this city there are plenty of cabins available. The 
cost is S/.1 (U$ 0.30) per hour. For the great majority of users, the Internet is 
considered a simple way to communicate. The exception is the group of women 35 to 
50 in the urban area who are mothers. This group considers complicated the use of 
Internet. We must remember that only one women of this group received training about 
computers. 

Most of the problems reported by users are related the slow speed of the data 
transmission. They say computers are slow and often have viruses. Another complaint 
is the availability, because the demand is bigger than the offer and one has to wait long 
time to access a computer (particularly in Ataura and Molinos but not Jauja). 

Users of Internet spend between S/.5 and 60 (U$ 1.5 and 18) per month. Women 15 to 
19 in rural areas are the ones who spend less. Men of this age group spend more but 
in the urban areas - between S/. 10 and 20 (U$ 3 and 6). Men 24 to 30 from urban 
areas are the ones who spend more since some are already Televias users and having 
the service at the home or business creates more intense usage patterns compared 
with access at cabinas. 

In general, there are no quality complaints about Internet service. The fact that Internet 
use requires a trip to Jauja is not considered important because people go frequently to 
Jauja, and the use of Internet is now one of the normal activities for the people who 
travel to the capital city. The availability and offer allow choosing between different 
prices and access to more modern equipment. 

- “Computers crash and some times are old. Depends on where you go” 
- “In Huancayo you always find viruses. When I open a page I found 
pornography. I had to call the attendant to get them closed.” 

5.4. Public vs. private operation 

The possible advantages or disadvantages of a private or public operation are a point 
not very well understood by the participants of focus groups. These needed to be 
explained in more detail. The exception was the adult men where some of them are 
vindicating the need for the government to provide communication services because of 
national security reasons. There seemed to be some confusion with respect to the 
meaning of the provider belonging to the private or government sector, mostly when it 
was necessary to establish differences between district and provincial levels or 
between a corporation and a small business. Yet we found some coincidences 
between participants such as the preference for a big corporation from the private 
sector as well as about the involvement of the municipal government. 

Specifically, with regards to the operator's responsibilities in the private sector, 
participants agreed that a big corporation could be more beneficial for the population. 
In terms of the advantages, there was agreement that a big corporation could have 
more capacity to better provide coverage to the entire population - installing more 
telephones per district or getting more computers - and the possibility to provide new 
technology and renew equipments permanently . There was also agreement that costs 
could be lower for users, due to the fact that a big corporation could have more 
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resources and less urgency to recoup the investment, thus setting up more affordable 
rates. 

On the other hand, some disadvantages of a big corporation were also mentioned such 
as lack of knowledge about the area and the needs of local residents. Nevertheless, 
when weighing the benefits and costs, most favored the big corporation, that in due 
time could know the area and provide a better service. 

- “A big corporation that could provide all districts and have better connections.” 
- “If it is an individual I think could be highly expensive, but if it is a big corporation, the 

costs may be lower and could bring more benefits.” 
- “In order to be able to provide one telephone per neighborhood has to be a big 

corporation.” 
(FG2: Men from 15 to 19 years old, rural area). 

- “A big corporation can provide more facilities, it means as a corporation bring new 
things, give good service.” 

- “Yes, has to be a big corporation, that way it can invest more to have a better service, 
because with a computer is not enough, it is necessary web cams, audio, etc, that’s 
why a big corporation would be better.” 

- (FG7: Women from 24 to 30 years old, rural area). 

With respect to the same service being provided by the public sector, the opinions of 
participants do not reveal the same results and there is some confusion about the 
service being provided by the government. Nevertheless, in general it is mentioned 
that the town council should be involved, pointing out the advantages to be close to the 
people of the district: authorities know about local needs, they can handle the 
problems and they can be better supervised. As a second option it is proposed that the 
regional government could also administer the service. 

The main disadvantage stated in all cases was corruption. For example, the federal 
government is not considered due to the fact that it would be difficult to monitor 
authorities in Lima. It is worth mentioning that the group of adult men between 35 and 
50 mentioned the importance of national sovereignty and their opposition to foreign 
monopolies. Secondly, they also mentioned the district town council as an important 
nexus for the installation and operation of telephony and Internet services in the area, 
for these authorities better understand the needs of the population and offer them 
higher margins of supervision. 

- “In my opinion it could be the town council because it can be easily supervised and 
authorities know local people needs.” 

- “Is a matter of sovereignty, telecommunications can't be handled by foreigners, has to 
be the government in all levels, also the town council.” 

- “Central government should be in charge and coordinate through district town council 
that is closer to people” (FG9: Men from 35 to 50 years old, urban area). 

We want to point out that most of participants don’t know exactly which responsibilities 
are involved in the provision of service nor seem to be clear about the role of the 
government at its different levels. At the same time, it is important to note that in the 
midst of the electoral campaign some opinions are stated with more emphasis than 
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during normal times, such as the argument about foreign companies and nationalism, a 
topic repeatedly mentioned by some candidates during the campaign. 

5.5 Expectations: potential benefits 

From what the participants of the groups stated we conclude that the expectations 
regarding telephony and Internet services are closely related to current service 
deficiencies as well as perceived needs. It is agreed that with more infrastructure, 
families will be better communicated and they will have more chances to be in touch 
regarding business matters, improving in some way the performance of business and 
jobs. In the urban areas, the expectation is to have access to basic telephony and 
mobile phones at lower prices and public phones in working conditions, with good 
signal, which would allow them to get more involved in matters concerning family life 
and business, as well as better market products and create new business relations. 

Participants expect that more benefits would derive from improved Internet access, 
mainly in the educational and work areas, stating out expectations related to services 
such as online learning and the advertising of products through a web page. They are 
also interested in the installation of Internet cabins as a potential family business. 
Other aspects such as health are mentioned, mainly to update information about 
treatments and diseases. 

5.5.1. Family and personal aspects 

In the groups of young men from 15 to 19 years, the expectations about telephony 
service reveal the need to improve coverage and efficiency in public telephony. This 
means that with more telephone equipment (one per neighborhood for example) and 
lower costs it would be easier to be communicated with the family or avoid being 
isolated in an emergency situation. 

- “At least one telephone per neighborhood”. 
- “Mainly would help everybody, due to the fact people would be able to get 

communicated and would not have to walk far to receive a call.” 
- “If we have an emergency we have a telephone handy, we don’t have to run” 

(FG2: Men from 15 to 19 years old, rural area). 

In relation to Internet, men and women agree that they want more benefits in the use of 
the Internet to improve communication with their families and friends through chatting 
or by e-mail. It is also mentioned the possibility to meet people and get in touch with 
people inside or outside the country to improve their knowledge. 

- “To be better informed on what happen not only in our families but also in the country, 
isn’t it?” 

- “It would be also possible to know people from different places chatting” (FG3: Women 
15 to 19 years old, urban area) 

In relation to telephony, rural women from 24 to 30 years expect a better coverage and 
attention in public telephony which would reinforce communications with relatives who 
live in Huancayo or Lima. Urban participants of the same age group mention the 
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improvement of basic telephony as a possibility to have better communicate with their 
family but also to reinforce ties with friends and fellow workers. 

- “Mainly basic telephony would be better because there would be more 
communication and we wouldn’t need to walk so far to receive a call.” 

- “Yes, because I would be able to get in touch with the family, we would call my cousin 
daily" (FG5: Women from 24 to 30 years old, urban area). 

Regarding Internet service, the expectations are similar, pointing out the possibility to 
improve communication with the families through chatting. Unlike other groups, 
women from rural areas also mention as their goal the possibility to generate earnings 
for their families by operating Internet cabins. The Internet service would also represent 
a way to know other places and be informed about the geography, culture and tourism 
of other areas in Peru and around the world. 

The expectations of adult men are related to upgrades in telephony service but they 
are skeptics regarding the benefits of Internet access and the expectations seem to be 
limited to some interchange by e-mails that would not necessarily would be handled by 
them but rather their children or grandchildren. Some of them have a negative vision 
about the Internet as favoring leisure activities: 

- “About the Internet, to tell you the truth, I don't know about benefits.”

- “I think that they waste their time, get addicted with games, they fall in love... I don’t


know it would be beneficial for my family.” (FG9: Men 35 to 50 years old, rural area). 

5.5.2. Education 

With respect to expectations about education, young people from 15 to 19 years favor 
better access to information to help them in their school homework. This is considered 
an advantage or benefit since they would not have to spend money buying books and 
they would be able to get all kinds of information about the different school subjects. 

Women from 24 to 30 years mention different expectations such as being able to get 
information in web pages from all over the world and participating in virtual learning 
courses related to their college degrees. This is also the case among educators and 
other participants with a tertiary degree. 

- "Well, I have been attending to a course, but as I had to travel and had group home 
work, the Internet gave us the chance to coordinate better.” 

- “Now while studying, as there are courses through Internet you can also take the test… 
The professor set up a time and date, you have to get to Internet and he asks you the 
questions" (FG5: Women from 24 to 30 years old, urban area). 

Confirming previous tendency, men from 35 to 50 years old don’t have too many 
expectations with regards to what the Internet would bring in the education area. 
Except one of them who is a teacher and has already heard about virtual learning 
programs, the other men consider their education as a process already finished, 
though they do mention possible benefits to their children in terms of getting more 
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information at a lower cost than books. They also remark how important it is for young 
people to acquire computer and Internet skills. 

5.5.3. In business and/ or at work 

In the business area, the expectations related to telephone and Internet among young 
people from 15 to 19 years are limited since they give more importance to other 
aspects like personal matters or education. Among rural young people, it is pointed out 
that telephony would give them the chance to get in touch with more people and to 
extend contacts to get jobs in the other areas considering they migrate to Lima or to the 
jungle to work during vacations. Telephony would also let them know more accurately 
the dates they have to travel and the places where they can find better opportunities. 
In the case of urban women of the same age group it is remarked that the Internet 
could allow them to advertise their products through web pages or communicate with 
customers via e-mail. 

- “In my case, my cousin is in the ecological liquors business and as he just started, he 
could make the advertisement through Internet.” 

- “Yes, if you want to start your business and sell your product, you can 
advertise your merchandise, I think it is cheaper” (FG 3: Women from 15 to19 years old, 
urban area). 

Women 24 to 30 years old have similar expectations. They mention the Internet as a 
tool to advertise some services they offer or products they sell such as handcraft in 
markets like Lima. The prevailing idea is to set up web pages, mentioning the 
possibilities that e-mail offers to communicate with customers and keep them updated. 
Fixed and mobile telephony are also mentioned as elements helping businesses and 
job creation. 

Unlike previous topics in which adult men don’t reveal many expectations nor 
enthusiasm related to the use of Internet, in business matters there are more positive 
opinions mainly from people who have their own business or those planning to start 
their own business. The information given by children to keep their parents updated 
with regards to the benefits of this technology is considered critical. 

- “Yes, it could be my opportunity, I already began to contact with the suppliers 
only by mail and it’s cheaper.” 

- “I have the idea to advertise services I like private math classes as I do in school, that 
way establish a web page offering other services.” 

- “In addition, my son told me there are pages providing ideas about how to establish a 
business, isn’t it? Sometimes it is possible, ideas about how to start a micro business, 
procedures, steps.” (FG 9: Men from 35 to 50 years old, urban area). 

5.5.4. Other aspects (health) 

With regard to expectations about the use of the Internet in other aspects of daily life, 
only in the group of 24 to 30 years old urban women the possibilities related to use in 
access to health information and services were mentioned. However, it is important to 
consider that in this focus group two nursing students participated. The expectations 
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are related to helping prevent diseases like AIDS or to research information about 
difficult cases, improving diagnostics which are considered insufficient. 

- “Well, for example in the case of AIDS you can find information, if you read about 
causes and consequences, but if you read, you reflect about this topic because you can 
prevent many things.” 

- “yes, because the doctors don’t tell you the causes of your illness, they only diagnose, 
give your prescription and say bye to you…and you don’t even know why you have 
gone. In contrary, you find in Internet about your illness, you know the reasons and 
causes and you take care of your self better. (FG 5: Women from 24 to 30 years old, 
urban area).” 

6. WILLINGNESS TO PAY AND DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

Three rates were proposed concerning the services that would be offered by the 
microtelco operator: fixed telephony for S/. 50 a month (U$ 15) plus a installation fee of 
S/. 150 (U$ 45). Internet for S/. 70 a month (U$ 22) plus a installation fee of S/. 150. 
Finally, a monthly payment of S/. 100 (U$ 30) for both services plus a installation fee of 
S/. 150. 

Regarding the first suggested rate, most of the participants consider it too high for fixed 
telephony. They indicated that it is not possible to pay this price because it is far more 
than what they spend for public telephony per month. Regarding the second suggested 
rate (Internet access), only the groups of 24 to 30 year old from the urban area think it 
is possible to pay this rate because they are the groups that spends the most money in 
Internet cabins and one or two individuals are already users of Televías. The other 
groups consider that this price is too expensive, as is the acquisition of both services 
combined. 

In general, participants’ opinions about the possibility of getting basic telephony and/or 
connecting to the Internet at home vary substantially, according to the area of 
residence and their age group. The rural young people from 15 to 19 years old 
categorically declare they could not afford to pay for basic telephony and Internet. Men 
and women from 24 to 30 years old say they might consider but would need special 
promotions such as payment in installments. In particular, the men seem to be most 
interested in contributing to their household to subscribe to these services. 

Men from 35 to 50 years old favor basic telephony over Internet as they lack an 
understanding of the advantages and benefits the latter could bring to different aspects 
of their lives. All men from 15 to 19 years old declared they couldn’t afford to pay the 
fees for telephone service, Internet or both. They mention obstacles such as the low 
incomes of their own and neighboring families, who are basically dedicated to 
agriculture and cattle raising on a small scale. A cost-benefit estimate shows that they 
would not use both services frequently because the farm work, homework or tasks at 
home would not allow them to use the Internet service and basic telephony very 
intensively. Young people think it is not necessary to have basic telephony and 
Internet at home, and instead suggest the installation of public Internet cabins. 

- “We couldn’t install a telephone at home because we don’t make calls all the time, we 
only make calls from time to time.” 

- “We are all families of the same economical status, it wouldn’t be convenient for 
anybody. (…).” 

- “Moreover, it is not only a lot of money but also ¿ what is the purpose? We wouldn’t 
know what for, telephone maybe but Internet what for? Internet is mainly used in the city 
to look for jobs or… but not here, isn’t it?” 
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- “Of course, it would be more useful to install these services for several families, for the 
community “. (FG2: rural area men from 15 to years old). 

In the group of urban women from 15 to 19 years old there is a different attitude 
towards the acquisition of basic telephony and Internet at home. Out of the eight 
participants, only two disagreed with the suggested rates while the majority felt they 
were reasonable. However, after claiming to accept these rates, several women said 
they would have to consult with their parents because they did not know the exact 
monthly family income. 

Rural women from 24 to 30 years old agree that they have little ability to pay the 
suggested rates for basic telephony and Internet because they do not have a surplus in 
their income for these payments. In this group, however, they understand about the 
benefits of these services and are more interested in acquiring them. In the case of 
urban women from 24 to 30 years old, they express the possibility of paying for basic 
telephony and Internet services. Half of them say they could pay up to S/. 100 for both 
services and the installation costs in installments. However, they do not feel that most 
of their neighbors would be able to pay these rates. On the other hand, 60% of adult 
men from the urban areas say they can pay up to S/. 50 for basic telephony per month. 
Generally, they do not value Internet access. Only two of them (a teacher and a trader) 
say they would make an effort to install basic telephony and Internet access at home 
by applying for credit in order to buy computers through the programs implemented by 
the government and explained by the coordinator.13 

- “Moreover, it’s better if they offer credits to buy computers, it’s going to be useful.” 
- “For the present, I don’t know if I can pay every month, some months sales are better 

than others, that’s why I don’t know if I would be interested” (FG9: Men from 35 to 50 
years old, urban area). 

It is interesting to note that none of the participants knew about the PC Peru or similar 
credit programs to buy computers, and only in the group of urban adult males some 
participants mentioned they would be interested in buying computers for their homes. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The focus groups revealed important aspects related to the regional integration, flow of 
communication, uses, expectations and willingness to pay for basic telephony and 
Internet services among the inhabitants of Jauja. All these vary according to age, 
gender and place of residence. In general, the groups indicate a positive trend in terms 
of favorable attitudes and expectations about increased access to the Internet and 
fixed telephony, but also reveal some concerns in terms of affordability and long-term 
sustainability given the low levels of income and the availability of substitutes in Jauja 
and other areas. 

The population of Jauja is well integrated in provincial, regional and even national 
terms. With the central highway acting as a linking axis, short distances and accessible 
costs make possible a constant exchange between the districts of Jauja and 

13 The PC Peru Program offers low-cost credit to the purchase of PCs built by Peruvian companies. More 
than 15,000 computers have been distributed across the country. 
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Huancayo, and extending even to Lima, which mitigates service demand related to 
physical isolation. This exchange is related to different aspects of daily life such as 
family visits, study, business, or temporary job strategies. Visits to these cities combine 
several activities such as buying or selling products in the market, using the Internet, 
watching a movie, among others. 

In this regard, Jauja and the entire Mantaro valley have a different dynamic from other 
Peruvian highland areas due to favorable historic processes such as the development 
of transport infrastructure, the mining activity at the beginning of the century and other 
factors not analyzed en this report. Therefore, the integration of Jauja to the national 
and international markets is higher than in other areas, which it is reflected in the HDI 
discussed above. 

In terms of use and access to traditional means of communication, there is a diversified 
use strategy, constantly alternating between the use of radio, television and 
newspapers. In the case of rural areas, radio is preferred over television, while the 
opposite is true in the urban areas. Other means of communication such as 
newspapers or magazines are used mostly by adult men. Entertainment and 
information are the main reasons why inhabitants use radio, television and 
newspapers, while in some cases the radio is used as an interactive medium to send 
messages such as requests or birthday greetings. Rural people also use the postal 
service to stay in touch with their relatives from Lima or Huancayo, and in some cases 
the so-called street cry serves as a means of communication between municipalities 
and other organizations and the population. 

Telephony supply in the area is scarce compared to the main Peruvian urban centers, 
though it is large compared with other rural areas of the country. There is no fixed 
telephone service, except for those already being served by the microtelco operator 
Televías Puyhuán on a pilot basis. Is not common to use the telephone daily, 
particularly in rural areas. In this areas, participants use the telephone in cases of 
emergency, usually once per month. Urban residents use the telephone more often, 
but almost never daily – usually weekly or monthly. 

Regarding public telephones, participants point out several problems related to 
coverage, signal, and management. There are only a few public telephones installed in 
the area and the signal is deficient (especially for Gilat telephones), particularly during 
the rainy season. They are typically located in grocery stores so their availability 
depends on the grocery store. The service is also limited as incoming calls have to be 
paid for and are not always received. These factors suggest that the microtelco 
operator may fulfill a serious service deficit associated with public telephony. 

Nonetheless, in the more wealthy urban areas mobile telephony is filling this gap. While 
ownership is increasing, pre-paid cards allow residents to control spending, which on 
average is approximately S/. 30 per month (U$ 9). In many cases, the mobile phone is 
a family strategy to compensate for the lack of basic telephony, since the handset is 
generally left at home and used mainly to receive calls. This suggests that the 
adequate price point for the telephony service of the microtelco operator may be lower 
than the proposed S/. 50, which would represent almost doubling current spending for 
most participants. 
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Internet services started in the area three years ago. Young people began to use it at 
school or institutions whereas adults learned from a younger person, usually a relative 
or friend. The reasons why young people began to use the Internet are centered 
around communication with relatives or friends or searching for information related to 
their studies. Adults, in particular men, do not perceive these benefits – some of them 
have never used it and are not interested in its use. The quality of this service is 
considered reasonably satisfactory. Although people have to travel to Jauja in order to 
use it, this is not perceived as a critical factor due to the frequency of visits made for 
other purposes. This suggests that demand for Internet service from individual 
subscribers may be limited, though considerably demand may exist from businesses 
and other organizations. 

While most participants favor a large operator that would be able to make adequate 
investments in equipment maintenance and network expansion, it is also mentioned 
that a local operator has several advantages, among them understanding local 
demands and preferences. The local government is often mentioned as an important 
actor in supervising service operations and stimulating demand and the availability of 
related services such as training. 

Participants generally reveal many expectations about the use of telecommunication 
services to improve their livelihoods. In the case of the rural residents, their 
expectations center around improved public telephony while urban residents favor the 
mobile phone. In both groups (urban and rural), the expansion of services is expected 
to facilitate communication with relatives and business contacts. With respect to the 
Internet, there is a noticeable age gap in terms of expected benefits and willingness to 
pay. Young participants expect many benefits related to virtual learning, access to 
health information, strengthening of business networks, and of course communication 
and entertainment in general, while adults (in particular men) have more limited 
expectations – and in some cases even a negative attitude towards the Internet as 
purely a entertainment medium. 

With respect to willingness to pay for Internet services, demand projections reveal 
more limited expectations than in the case of fixed telephony. To begin with, Internet 
access is generally associated with public access, and the current supply is considered 
adequate both in terms of prices and coverage. The proposed rates were considered 
not affordable by most participants, and intermediary solutions such as Internet cabins 
in each district or community (other than Jauja) were often mentioned. This is 
consistent with the community-oriented use of existing media such as TV and the post. 
Although some urban residents manifested interest at the proposed rates, the low level 
of computer ownership and related skills suggest that this potential demand would not 
be easily realized. 
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ANNEX 1

DISCUSSION GUIDELINES


Introduction 

Good morning / afternoon. My name is………………………………and I work at 
Instituto de Estudios Peruanos (IEP) (Peruvian Studies Institute). We are carrying out a 
study on “Uso de las comunicaciones en Jauja” (“Use of communications in Jauja”). 

We are making up different groups of discussion in Jauja. In this gathering we will 
make several questions to know your opinion about the subjects proposed. It does not 
matter if the answers are correct or not, we are only interested in your opinion. 

I have already introduced myself, so I want to know you. Could you please tell me your 
name, the district you come from and the activity you are devoted to? 

[Participants have been identified on their arrival by support personnel] 

1. COMMUNICATION AND INTEGRATION WITH THE PROVINCE, THE 
DEPARTMENT AND LIMA 

First, we want to know how integrated are you with your province capital: Jauja, and

also with your department capital: Huancayo

- How often do you go to Jauja?

- What are your main reasons to go to Jauja?

- How often do you go to Huancayo?

- What are your main reasons to go to Huancayo?

- Have you ever been in Lima? Why? How often do you go there?


[Remember the main reasons: indicate the differences among family or personal 
reasons, health, education, business and work reasons] 

2. GENERAL USE OF DIFFERENT MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 

2.1. Principal means of communication used 

[First review the recruitment form in order to see the information consigned under

“Frequency of uses in means of communication”].


We will start to talk about the different means of communication that you use.

- Could you mention the different means of communication that people living in your

district use? [Use a chart; draw a table of two columns and write in the left column the

means as soon as they are mentioned in the conversation]


Means LEAVE THE SPACE UNFILLED 
Radio 
Television 
Etc. 
[After you wrote the means you have to research two issues: how much he/she knows 
about internet and then ask about the frequency of use for every mean.] 
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I would like to know how often you use the means of communication you mention 
above. 
[Return to the chart and complete the data beside the left column] 

Table1. Frequency of use of means of communication 

Daily Weekly Monthly Almost never 
Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Telephone 
Internet 
Post mail 
Other? 

Some of you mentioned Internet, but the others said nothing [it is possible that all 
participants have mentioned internet]. We want to know if you used internet before 
[Depending on the age group the following questions have to be reformulated]. 

- How did you find out about internet? Who taught you how to use it?

- At home, who uses it /or have used it before?


2.2 Uses of the different means of communication 

We have seen that some means are more frequently used than the others. However,

we want to know the reasons that explain your preferences. We will separate the data:

on the one hand the television, radio and newspaper, on the other hand telephone,

internet and mail.


[Charts have to be available. They have to be used if necessary depending on group-

dynamics]


Regarding radio, which station do you listen to?

Related to TV, which channels do you often watch?

Have you ever sent a message by radio? How did it work?


Reasons Radio Television Newspaper 

News 

Work advertisement 

Entertainment 

Other 

[According to the variability of the answers, this table is just a reference. The reasons 
will not be mentioned; they will appear during the discussion. We are taking notes in 
case any reason of the list is not mentioned by the group, in order to ask if that reason 
is valid.] 

Reasons Public telephone Mobile phone Internet Post mail 
To talk with friends or relatives 
Entertainment 
Work or job 
Purchase /Sale of products 
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Health issues 
Education issues 
Bank and remittance of money 

Note: According to the variability of the answers, this table is just a reference. The 
reasons will not be mentioned; they will appear during the discussion. We are taking notes 
in case any reason of the list is not mentioned by the group, in order to ask if that reason is 
valid.. 

3. PLACE OF USE AND OPINION ABOUT SERVICE QUALITY 
Now we will talk just only about telephone or Internet 

A. Public telephone 
- How long does it take to go to the place where the telephone is located? 
- Where the telephone is located the access is restricted? 
- Is it easy to use? 
- Have you ever had an emergency, for example related to family health, and for 

some reason you could not call? Do you know some similar cases? 
- What problems do you find in this service? 
- How is the signal transmitted? (Show the differences among Gilat-Mi fono-

Telefónica) 
- How would you like this service in terms of costs, call sharpness, supply, etc.? 
- According to the use of public telephone, could you tell me how much do you 

spend 
monthly? [After they tell you the costs, you have to add the cost of mobility and to 

write 
the amounts mentioned.] 

B. Mobile phone 
- Do you have a mobile phone? 
- Claro o Telefónica? 
- Is a pre-payment one or are you using cards? 
- How much you spend monthly? 
- Do you have problems with the signal or usually the service is good? 

C. Internet 
- How long it takes to go to Internet cabin? 
- How are the schedules for accessing internet? 
- Is easy to use it? 
- What problems do you find? (related to equipment, quickly ness of the 

transmission of 
data, etc.) 

- What do you want to change? 
- Do you want to learn more about internet? How is it possible? 
- Could you tell me the amount of money that you spend monthly in internet? 

[After they 
tell you the costs, you have to add the cost of mobility and to write the amounts 
mentioned.] 

4. SIGHT ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE TO MANAGE THE SERVICE 
The communication services could be managed in different ways. In the private 
sector, it could be managed by a large enterprise or a person or a small enterprise 
made up of more than one person. If it’s the State, it could be managed by the 
district municipality, the province municipality or an entity of the central government. 
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4.1 Advantages and disadvantages 
We like to know your opinion:

- Which advantages or disadvantages you see in every sector?

- In the private sector, who should manage this service and why?

- In the public sector, which institution should manage this services and why?


Private sector Public sector 
Large enterprise District Municipality 
Micro enterprise Province Municipality 
Individual person Regional Government 

Central Government 

4.2 Expectations about the service operator 
What punctual things you will ask the operator (private or public) to do if you were a 
user who pays monthly for this service (telephone or internet)? 

5. Sight on the project about costs (economic, of opportunity) and benefits 

5.1 Cost of the use in general 
How much do you accept to pay for telephone service and Internet at 
home? Why? 
[If it is a young group ask if parents would be able to pay, and if they think their 
parents consider important Internet and telephone. If it is a group of adults 

collect arguments that talk about the necessities of children] 

[Research about benefit-cost relation] 
We assume that is possible to have a basic telephone and internet at home. Let us 
begin with the basic telephone. 

5.2 Basic telephone cost 
If they offered to install a telephone at home and give you the following cost: 
1. Installation: 150 soles

2. Monthly expenditure: 50 soles

Do you think that people here could pay these costs? And, could you?


[Characteristics

- Flat tariff for local calls.

- Instalment payments for installation if necessary.]


5.3 Internet cost at home 
Now, think about Internet at home. [Before you ask who have a computer at home]. 
If they offered to install Internet at home and give you the following cost: 
1. Installation: 150 soles

2. Monthly expenditure for Internet: 70 soles

Do you think that people here could pay these costs? And, could you?

[Characteristics

- Flat tariff for Internet along the day.

- Instalment payments for installation if necessary.]


We know that not all of you have a computer at home, but there is a government 
program called MINPRODUCE which is offering credit advantages for homes and, 
in this way, make it easy to buy a computer. It is possible to obtain a loan from the 
Caja Municipal de Huancayo to buy a computer. 

Monthly expenditure will be 100 soles if you contract both services together. 
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[If there are questions about promotions for long distance calls, etc. the way to 
answer is doing another question, for example: If there is no promotion will you 
contract the telephone service?, and things like that] 

6. PROJECTIONS AND POSSIBLE BENEFITS (MAINLY ON MEANS AS 
INTERNET AND TELEPHONY) 

[Ask about projections and potentialities that people expect in each mean, 
especially in telephony and Internet] 

Considering the different uses of means –especially in telephony and Internet-
What benefits will bring you its use in the following aspects? What expectation? 

1.	 Family and personal life (Intergenerational issues; first, the communication 
among different members of the family, especially between young and elderly 
people and vice versa. Remark the communication related to the use of internet 
and its potentialities) 

2.	 Education (Use of means for studying, researching and being informed about 
different topics as health services, etc.) 

3.	 Business (Their opinion about internet related to make it easier to find a job or 
increase the possibilities to work. People that had concrete experiences in 
these aspects have to share them with the other participants.) 

4.	 Health (Observe how the means are used to be informed about health issues 
and services.) 
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ANNEX 2

QUESTIONNAIRE


Good morning / afternoon, my name is ______________ and you have been invited 
this day ________ for a meeting about the topic of (“Las comunicaciones en el Perú 
actual”), for which, I would like that you give me the following information: 

Name: 

Age: Sex: 

Adress: 

District: 

Place: 

Location: 
R: Write how long is your house from the capital district and write if the 
distance is on foot, by car or van. 

1. ¿How long have you been living in this district? ..........................

(If you live less than two years, you can not be selected. If he stay only by a short time

neither)


2. ¿Where were you born?


Department 

Province 

District 

3. Can you tell me until which year did you study? (R: In case of a university, please, 
ask the name of the university and the number of years studied) 

Level of instruction 
Primary school incomplete 
Primary school completed 

High school incomplete 
High school completed 
Technical career incomplete 
Technical career completed 
University education ¿which? ........................................... Years of 
study............. 

4. Actually are you working? 
1. Yes ¿What is your job? .....................................................................

2. No 
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5. Actually o in the last three years have you hold any authority position? 
1. Yes (You have to cut the interview. He / She can not be selected) 
2. No 

6. Who is the head of your family? 

The interviewee 
His / Her father 
His / Her mother 
Other 

7. How many people live in your house? ...................


8. Do you take part in any organization? Do you have or did you have any position? 

Organization 

Parents association 

Neighbor association 

Catholic religious community 

Non catholic religious community 
Women association or social programs 
like Mothers club (Club de Madres), 
Community kitchens (comedor popular), 
Glass of milk (Vaso de Leche) 
Political party 
Other. Which 
one?...................................... 

Do you have any 
position? 

Did you have 
any position? 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

10. Do you have a fixed phone in your house? 
1. Yes 2. No 

11 Do you have a mobile phone? 
1. Yes 2. No 

12. Can you tell me 
your use of frequency 
of....? 

Every 
day 

One time 
per week 

One or two 
times per 

month 

Seldom or 
Never Never 

Watch TV 
Listen radio 
Read newspaper 
Use postal mail 
Use internet 
Use public phone 
Use mobile phone 
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13 Finally, can you tell me which service do you have? 

Yes No Unspecified 
Have water by hours 
Have water all day 
Have electricity 
Have computer 
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ANNEX 3

PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS


GROUP 1: Women – Rural area (15- 19 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number 
of Family 
Members 

Occupation 
Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Helida 
Inocente 
Baldeón 

17 Molinos-
Jauja-Junín 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

High school 
completed Mother 5 Farmer Water all day 

Non catholic religious 
community 
Women Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Newspaper 

Irma Inga 
Cárdenas 

19 Molinos-
Jauja-Junin 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete 

Father 8 Farmer Water all day Women Association No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 

Sulma Inés 
Baldeón 
Cárdenas 

16 Molinos-
Jauja- Junín 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 7 Shepherdes 

s Water all day Sport Association No Telephone 
No Computer Radio 

Isabel Gómez 
Mucha 17 Molinos-

Jauja-Junín 
Quero-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 6 Student Electricity 

Water all day Dance Club 

Public Phone 
(in a family 
business) 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Public phone 

Geovana 
Aquino 
Collachagua 

16 Molinos-
Jauja- Junín 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 6 Student Electricity 

Water all day No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Internet 

Magdalena 
Inga Baldeon 16 Molinos-

Jauja-Junín 
Curimarca-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father Unspecific Student Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer Television 

Corazón Inga 
Huamán 15 

Molinos-
Jauja-Junin 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

Primary 
school 
incomplete 

Father 4 Student 
Water all day 
(drinkable) 

Non catholic religious 
community 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Newspaper 

Jeny Electricity 
Inga Inga 

15 Molinos-
Jauja-Junín 

Curimarca-
Molinos 

Primary 
school 
incomplete 

Father Unspecific Shepherdes 
s 

Water all day Non catholic religious 
community 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 

Nilda Yudy 
Gomez Peña 19 Molinos-

Jauja-Junin 
Quero-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Mother 2 Farmer Electricity 

Water all day 
Non catholic religious 
community 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Newspaper 
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GROUP 2: Men – Rural area (15- 19 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number of 
Family 

Members 
Occupation 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Gavino 
Laureano 
Baldeon 

16 Molinos 
Jauja 

Curimarca 
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 04 Farmer 

No Electricity 
Channel 
water 

Sport 
Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer Radio 

Zosimo Inga 
Bendezu 18 

Molinos 
Jauja 

Curimarca 
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 07 Farmer 

No Electricity 
Channel 
water 

Sport 
Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer Radio 

Alex Baldeon 
Segura 18 Molinos 

Jauja 
Curimarca 
Molinos 

High school 
completed Father 03 Farmer 

No Electricity 
Channel 
water 

Sport 
Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer Newspaper 

Elias Inga 
Callupe 19 

Molinos 
Jauja 

Curimarca 
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Father 05 Farmer 

No Electricity 
Channel 
water 

Sport 
Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Yonni Gomez 
Collahuya 17 Molinos 

Jauja 
Quero 
Molinos 

Primary 
school 
incomplete 

Mother 05 Farmer 
Electricity 
Channel 
water 

Sport 
Association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Frang Ramon 
Gomez 18 

Molinos 
Jauja 

Quero 
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Mother 04 Farmer 

Electricity 
Channel 
water 

No 
No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Teodulo 
Borja Gomez 19 Molinos 

Jauja 
Quero 
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Brother 04 Farmer 

Electricity 
Channel 
water 

No No Telephone 
No Computer Radio 
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GROUP 3: Women – Urban area (15- 19 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number of 
Family 

Members 
Occupation 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Marilyn 
Ramos 
Guevara 

17 Huamali 
Jauja Huamali 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Father 03 Student 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Youth group 
Huallmuhuasi 

Mobile phone 
No Computer Television 

Yamila 
Contreras 
Cabrera 

15 
Huancayo 
Junín Huamali 

High school 
incomplete Father 06 Student 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No 
No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Malene 
Granados 
Huaytalla 

15 
Pasco 
Cerro de 
Pasco 

Huamali High school 
incomplete Father 04 Student 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Yesenia 
Zarate Marin 

17 Yauli 
La Oroya 

El Mantaro High school 
completed 

Father 04 No worker Electricity 
Water all day 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 

Erika Inga 
Shon 18 El Mantaro 

Jauja El Mantaro 
Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Grand 
father 05 Student Electricity 

Water all day 
Sport 
Association 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Cristina 
Cardenas 
Sandoval 

18 Muquiyauyo 
Jauja 

Muquiyauyo High school 
completed Father 04 No worker Electricity 

Water all day 

Evangelic 
religious 
community 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Gisela Rivera 
Cajo 15 Ataura 

Jauja Ataura High school 
incomplete Father 06 Student 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Mariela 
Ballon 
Galarza 

18 Ataura 
Jauja Ataura High school 

completed Father 07 Student 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Church choir Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 
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GROUP 4: Men – Urban area (15- 19 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number of 
Family 

Members 
Occupation 

Basic 
Needs 

(electricity 
/ water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Ayrton 
Josimar 
Caso Casas 

19 Ataura Jauja 
Junin 

Vista Alegre-
Ataura 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Uncle 5 Farmer 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Internet 

Roy Galarza 
Quispe 19 Jauja 

Jauja Junin 
Vista Alegre-
Ataura 

University 
education 
incomplete 
(1st year) 

Mother 4 Worker in 
restaurant 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 

Victor 
Manuel Caro 
Ojeda 

19 Jauja Jauja 
Junin Ataura 

University 
education 
incomplete 
(2nd year) 

Father 5 Student 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Church choir Mobile phone 
Computer 

Television Radio 
Newspaper 
Mobile phone 

Juan Carlos 
rivas Salazar 17 

Jauja Jauja 
Junin 

Chaupi-
Huamali 

High school 
incomplete Father 6 Student 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Youth 
association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Ronald Inga 
Lulo 16 

Morocho 
Huarochiri 
Lima 

Huamali High school 
incomplete Father 8 Student 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Carlos 
Gustavo 
Quispe León 

16 
Jauja Jauja 
Junin 

Chaupimarc 
a-
Molinos 

High school 
incomplete Mother 2 Student Electricity No 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
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GROUP 5: Women – Urban area (24-30 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number of 
Family 

Members 
Occupation 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

María Acero 
Flores 26 Ataura 

Jauja Ataura High school 
completed Other 03 No worker 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer Television 

Carmen 
Camarena 
Delgado 

30 Ataura 
Jauja Ataura University 

education Other 08 Teacher Electricity 
Water all day Mothers Club Mobile phone 

Computer Television 

Gledy Paucar 
Muzurieta 24 Huancayo 

Junin El Mantaro 
Technical 
career 
completed Father 04 No worker Electricity 

Water all day 

Catholic 
religious 
community 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Delina 
Mungura Blas 

26 Muqui 
Jauja 

Muqui 
Technical 
career 
completed 

Mother 07 Homemaker Electricity 
Water all day 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Newspaper 

Karina 
Carhuas 
Blanco 

26 
San Pedro 
de Cajas 
Tarma 

Ataura University 
education Father 05 Teacher 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Political party Public phone 
Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Norely Dávila 
Rojas 24 

Huancayo 
Junin El Mantaro 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Father 06 Student 
Electricity 
Water all day 

Catholic 
religious 
community 

Mobile phone 
No Computer Radio 

Yanina 
Carbajal Meza 24 Ataura 

Jauja Ataura High school 
completed Mother 04 No worker Electricity 

Water all day No Public phone 
Computer Television 
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GROUP 6: Men – Urban area (24 - 30 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number 
of Family 
Members 

Occupation 

Basic 
Needs 

(electricity 
/ water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Roger Jesús 
Mercado Soto 29 

El Mantaro 
Jauja 
Junin 

Mantaro-
El Mantaro 

High school 
completed Father 5 Without 

occupation 

Electricity 
Water all 
day 

No No Telephone 
No Computer Radio 

León Palacios 24 
El Mantaro 
Jauja 
Junín 

Mantaro-
El Mantaro 

Primary 
school 
incomplete 

Father 4 Farmer 
Electricity 
Water all 
day 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Public phone 

Josué Condor 
Benito 24 

Ticlayan 
Cerro de 
Pasco 
Pasco 

Ataura 
Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Mother 5 Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Non catholic 
religious 
community 

Mobile phone 
Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Internet 

Juan Fernando 
Apolinario 
Ramos 

25 
Huaripampa 
Jauja 
Junín 

Huaripamp 
a 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Interviewee 3 Student 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Dance club Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Mobile phone 

José Tomás 
Moreno 24 

Huaripampa 
Jauja 
Junín 

Huaripamp 
a 

University 
education 
incomplete 
(4th year) 

Father 3 Student 
Electricity 
Water all 
day 

Dance club Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Internet 
Mobile phone 

Alain Rado 
Choquevilca 26 

San 
Sebastián 
Cusco 
Cusco 

Huaripamp 
a 

Education 
superior 
(Seminar 8 
years) 

Unspecified 4 Worker in 
church 

Electricity 
Water all 
day 

Catholic 
religious 
community 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Mobile phone 
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GROUP 7: Women – Rural area (24 – 30 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number of 
Family 

Members 
Occupation 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Kelly Yupanqui 
Aguirre 24 

Huancas 
Jauja Huancas 

Technical 
career 
completed Father 06 No worker 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Flor 
Blas 
Mercado 

30 
El Mantaro 
Jauja El Mantaro 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 
08 

Homemaker 
Electricity 
Water all day 

Catholic 
religious 
community 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Mayela 
Dàvila 
Carhuamarca 

24 El Mantaro 
Jauja El Mantaro 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Father 06 Homemaker Electricity 
Water all day 

Catholic 
religious 
community 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Melva 
Zarate Zacarias 30 

El Mantaro 
Jauja El Mantaro 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 04 Teacher 
Electricity 
Water all day No 

Mobile phone 
Computer Radio 

Miriam Alcantara 
Yoringaño 27 Molinos 

Jauja Molinos 
High 
school 
completed 

Father 06 Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water all day 

Club de 
Mothers 

No Telephone 
No Computer. 

Radio 
Television 

Roxana Galarza 
Sovero 24 

Molinos 
Jauja Molinos 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Father 08 No worker 
Electricity 
Water all day 

Dance club 
(President) 

Mobile phone 
No Computer Television 
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GROUP 8: Men – Rural area (24 - 30 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number 
of Family 
Members 

Occupatio 
n 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Christian Aylas 
Casas 24 Jauja-Jauja-

Junin 

Anexo 
Huancas-
Yauyos 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 5 
Farmer 
Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Milver Sovero 
Aylas 24 

Molino-
Jauja-Junín 

Chaupimarca-
Molinos 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 5 
Auto repair 
shop Electricity No 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Internet 

Sergio Mucha 
Huaman 24 Molinos-

Jauja-Junín 
Chaupimarca-
Molinos 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 3 Shoe maker Electricity 
Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Internet 

Salomé 
Morocho 
Timoteo 

24 
Mostasa-
Ayabaca-
Piura 

Centro-
Molinos 

High school 
completed 

Mother-in-
Law 5 

Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water all day No 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Roddy Víctor 
López Meza 24 Yauyos-

Jauja-Junín 

Anexo 
Huancas-
Yauyos 

Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 4 Teacher Electricity 
Water all day 

Sport 
association 

Fixed phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Internet 

Erick Huanuco 
Aquino 27 El Mantaro-

Jauja-Junín El Mantaro 

University 
education 
incomplete 
(1st year) 

Father 4 Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water all day No Mobile phone 

No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Mobile phone 
Public phone 

Luis Alberto 
Dominguez Aza 25 Yauyos-

Jauja-Junin 

Anexo 
Huancas-
Yauyos 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Brother 6 
Farmer 
Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water all day 

Sport 
association 

Fixed phone 
Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 
Internet 
Mobile phone 
Public phone 

José Enrique 
Basurto 27 Mazamari-

Satipo-Junin Huertas High school 
completed 

Interviewe 
e 3 Farmer Electricity 

Water all day 
Sport 
association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Elther Aylas 
Hurtado 24 Huertas 

Jauja Junin 
Progreso-
Huertas 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Mother 7 Farmer Electricity 
Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer 
Television 
Radio 
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GROUP 9: Men – Urban area (35 – 50 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number 
of Family 
Members 

Occupati 
on 

Basic Needs 
(electricity / 

water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media 
uses with 

greater 
frequency 

Fredy Aguilar 
Huayta 35 El Mantaro 

Jauja Ataura High school 
completed Interviewee 06 Craftsman 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No telephone 
No Computer Radio 

Miguel Minel 
Egoavil 37 Ataura 

Jauja Ataura High school 
completed Interviewee 05 Merchant 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Neighbor 
association 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Alfonso 
Badaracco 
Lazo 

47 Huancayo 
Junin Ataura University 

education Mother 02 No worker Electricity 
Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer 
Radio 
Television 

Cristobal 
Zarate 
Mercado 

39 El Mantaro 
Jauja El Mantaro University 

education Interviewee 03 Teacher Electricity 
Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer 
Radio 
Television 

Javier Terreros 
Beltran 37 Ataura 

Jauja Ataura University 
education Interviewee 04 No worker 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Sport 
association 

Mobile phone 
No Computer Radio 

Lauro 
Fernandez 
Almonacid 

46 Yauli 
Junin Ataura High school 

completed Interviewee 04 Retired 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Sport 
association 

Mobile phone 
Computer 

Radio 
Television 

Freddy Soto 
Mayta 35 Ataura 

Jauja El Mantaro 
Technical 
career 
completed 

Father 08 Farmer 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No Mobile phone 
No Computer Television 

Teodoro Acero 
Monge 38 Ataura 

Jauja El Mantaro 
Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Interviewee 04 Watchma 
n 

Electricity 
Water all day No No Telephone 

No Computer Radio 
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GROUP 10: Women – Urban area (35 – 50 years old) 

Name and 
Surname Age 

Place of 
Birth 

Place of 
Residency Education Head of 

Family 

Number 
of Family 
Members 

Occupatio 
n 

Basic 
Needs 

(electricity 
/ water) 

Membership 
association 

Have a 
Telephone / 
Computer 

Media uses 
with greater 
frequency 

Martiza Graciela 
Llallico Caro 40 Huamali 

Jauja Junin 
Iquicha-
Huamali 

University 
education 
(completed) 

Mother 3 Teacher 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Women 
association 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Public phone 

Silvia Cabrera 
Inga 45 Oroya Yauli 

Junín 
Huamali-
Huamali 

High school 
completed Unspecific 5 Merchant 

(eventually 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

Women 
association 

No Telephone 
No Computer Television 

Radio 

María Elena 
Cárdenas Castro 35 Huamali 

Jauja Junín 

Monya 
Cruz-
Huamali 

High school 
completed Husband 4 Homemake 

r 

Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

No No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 

Raquel Castillo 
Bonilla 50 

Huancayo 
Huancayo 
Junín 

Ataura High school 
completed Interviewee 7 

Crochet 
Woven 
(eventually) 

Electricity 
Water all 
day 

Parents 
association 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Mobile phone 
Public phone 

Amalfi Mayta 
Calderon 50 

Ataura 
Jauja Junín 

Vista 
Alegre-
Ataura 

Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Husband 8 Farmer 
Electricity 
Water by 
hours 

School 
association of 
rural business 

Mobile phone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 

Parents 

Nelly Victoria 
Mendoza Mucha 40 Molinos 

Jauja Junín Molinos 
Technical 
career 
incomplete 

Father 4 Livestock 
farmer 

Electricity 
Water all 
day 

association 
Producer 
association of 

No Telephone 
No Computer 

Television 
Radio 
Newspaper 

Molinos 
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